The treatment of oral cancer consists mainly of surgical resection, chemotherapy and radiotherapy. The majority of patients with locally advanced oral cancer undergo surgical resection which, to maintain an optimal surgical margin, often involves facial deformities and loss of oral functions such as drinking, mastication, swallowing, and speaking. On the other hand, patients treated with chemotherapy and radiotherapy typically have severe stomatitis and pharyngitis, which make eating difficult. Furthermore, a majority of oral cancer patients are nutritionally compromised at the time of diagnosis because of dysphagia or odynophagia from the primary tumor. Nutritional compromise is associated with increased morbidity and mortality in oral cancer patients. Nutritionally compromised patients have greater susceptibility to postoperative complications such as infection and delay of wound healing, poorer response to treatment, and higher likelihood of recurrence after treatment.

Despite the recognized importance of nutrition, the optimal approach to maintaining nutrition for the oral cancer patient is unclear. There are controversies surrounding route, timing, nutrients and amount of feeding. Although intravenous hyperalimentation has often been used to manage perioperative nutrition in patients who have a disability limiting oral intake, recent guidelines recommend tube feeding via a nasogastric tube (NG tube) or Percutaneous Endoscopic Gastrostomy (PEG) [1].

Enteral feeding, or tube feeding, is now recommended for several reasons. Fasting (including Total Parenteral Nutrition [TPN]) for as few as 3 days causes atrophy of the intestinal epithelium and the Peyer’s patch, leading to Bacterial Translocation (BT). Because the intestine takes in 70% of nutrients, including glutamine, from the lumen, enteral feeding protects the intestinal structure and prevents BT. Nourishment dosage is more difficult to control with TPN, and surplus nourishment dosage can cause hyperglycemia, lipid abnormalities, liver damage and other serious complications. Compared to TPN, enteral nourishment is much closer physiologically to normal food intake and is rarely complicated by hyperglycemia, lipid abnormalities or liver damage. TPN also is associated with catheter infection. Finally, being more direct, enteral nourishment requires a lower dosage, approximately one-third that of TPN, and thus is much less costly.

We now know that some key nutrients can modulate the immune system and metabolic pathways, an approach referred to as nutritional pharmacology. When the nutrients contribute specifically to modulation of pathways clearly associated with inflammation or metabolism, it is called immunonutrition [2]. Although many nutrients modify these pathways, most clinical interest has focused on arginine, glutamine, fatty acids (omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids, or omega-3 PUFA), ribonucleotides and certain trace elements. These nutrients not only improve nutritional status, they also promote wound healing [3,4] and improve prognosis [5].

In recent years, eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA), a omega-3 PUFA extracted from fish oil, has been used as a nutritional supplement in cancer patients [6]. Resolving, a metabolite of EPA, strongly inhibits inflammatory cytokines [7]. Fearon et al. [8] reported the findings of a prospective study in which patients with incurable pancreatic cancer received a nutritional regimen that included EPA for 4–8 weeks. The investigators concluded that this regimen slowed loss of body weight and improved quality of life.

Tube feeding is frequently associated with diarrhea, however, and diarrhea causes under nutrition as well as electrolyte imbalance, which increase risk for postoperative complications. General treatment of this diarrhea has been adjustment of the tube feeding to a slower inflow speed. A newer strategy is administration of probiotics and prebiotics. Probiotics are useful microbes that promote growth of beneficial microorganisms in the host’s gastrointestinal tract. When taken orally, probiotic microbes act on the digestive flora to modulate the immune system and prevent illness while doing no harm to the digestive tract [9]. Prebiotics, on the other hand, are oligosaccharides that help probiotics work; because they are not broken down or absorbed in the upper gastrointestinal tract, they nourish the enteral probiotics, helping to restore a healthy enteral environment and improve health and well-being [10].

Despite the presence of high levels of bacteria in the oral cavity, which promote infection and compromise wound healing after surgery, there are no published reports of nutrition trials in patients undergoing treatment for oral cancer. Therefore, we are carrying out a trial of Prosure® (Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, Illinois, USA), a nutritional formulation rich in EPA, in patients with oral cancer. The patients also receive a prebiotic known as YH-Flore® (Meiji, Tokyo, Japan) to reduce diarrhea during the perioperative period. The combination of Prosure® and YH-Flore® may prevent or lessen complications such as delay of surgery wound healing and infection of the wound and may allow continuation of tube feeding for postoperative nutrition without diarrhea and other complications.

Perioperative nutrition in oral cancer patients is controversial. More prospective trials will improve nutritional outcome and shorten and long-term consequences for oral cancer patients who must undergo surgery. We also hope to provide new evidence to guide perioperative nutrition for oral cancer patients in the future.
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